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Our editors self-research, test, and recommend the best products; You can find out more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases made on selected links. If you've ever had a fallen tree in your backyard, you may have found yourself wanting it was an easy (and inexpensive) way to cut it into lumber. Chainsaw mills, also called Alaskan sawmills, are designed for this very
purpose. These handy devices allow you to use a chainsaw to cut clean, even beams or planks out of magazines, and because of their portable nature, you can easily bring a chainsaw mill to a fallen tree, saving you the hassle of moving a huge, bulky log. When buying a chainsaw mill, you will need to take into account the length of the chainsaw bar, as this will determine what size chainsaw mill you need.
It is also important that your chainsaw is equipped with a tearing blade, a special chain designed to cut parallel to the wood grain. Here are the best chainsaw mills on the market. For value and performance, consider the Timber Tuff 24-inch Portable Saw Mill. This chainsaw mill works with 16-inch to 24-inch chainsaw bars, and it's built from aviation-grade aluminum and stainless steel for the perfect
durability balance and lightweight design. The Timber Tuff Portable Saw Mill is small enough to be easily transported, weighing less than 14 pounds, making it easy to carry to a downed tree. It can cut lumber boards anywhere from 0.2 inches to 11.8 inches thick, and it quickly attaches to a chainsaw with the equipment on. According to reviewers, this chainsaw mill is well made and easy to assemble, and
this will allow you to create beautiful wooden boards with existing equipment. Most full-size chainsaw mills cost over $100, but if you're looking for a more budget option, the Timber Tuff Lumber Cutting Guide is a highly rated alternative. This compact tool works a little differently than other Alaskan lumberjacks - you mount a guide on a 2 x 6-inch piece of lumber, attach a chainsaw and then place the board
at the top of the log you want to cut. The Timber Tuff Lumber Cutting Guide keeps the chainsaw steady, allowing you to turn the blade down to cut even 6-inch pieces of lumber. The tool is made of heavy steel and finished with a powder coat to resist corrosion, and reviewers say it is an effective and affordable alternative to a regular chainsaw mill. The only downside is that you don't have the same
flexibility to reduce the different sizes of the boards. One of the main advantages of chainsaw mills is that you can use them in the field, saving yourself the hassle of towing a whole magazine back to your workshop. If you're looking for a portable tool, The sawmill portable kit is a high-quality option, thanks to its ease of installation and accurate results. Using a hand-held rail guide, this portable sawmill will
help you cut logs into beautiful lumber, which can then be used for a wide range of applications. It's This. attached to any chainsaw with a 16 to 20-inch bar and two bolt bars, but the brand recommends using a chainsaw with engine power of at least 4 HP for better results. It also has a clearly marked height setting, so you can choose how big you want your boards to be. As mentioned, various chainsaw
mills are designed to work with chainsaw bars of varying lengths, and the length of your bar will determine how thick the log you can cut through. For a medium-sized chainsaw mill, you can consider this portable model from zouttrade, which works with chainsaw bars between 14 and 36 inches long. This chainsaw mill is made of steel and aluminum for durability, and it can cut beams or lumber from 0.5
inches to 13 inches thick and up to 36 inches wide. It attaches to your saw without a drill bar, but reviewers note that its assembly instructions are not the best and the product often arrives with extra bolts or nuts. However, once you get it customized, most agree the unit works well and is unsurpassed value. Granberg is one of the best chainsaw mill brands available today, and if you're looking for a product
to cut down very thick trees, their 72 Alaska chainsaw mill is way. This product is attached to a chainsaw with one-end bars up to 72 inches or two-end bars that are 84-inches, allowing it to cut boards and beams up to 68 inches wide. This high-quality chainsaw plant is made of aviation aluminum and zinc steel, and it will work with all chainsaws 120cc or more. Easy design clamps on your bar without
drilling is necessary, and you can customize it to cut the boards between 1/2-inch and 13-inch thick. It also includes new brand end brackets that are easier to customize and create less vibration than previous models. For a lightweight product that is easy to transport, you can't go wrong with Haddon Lumbermaker, which weighs about 4 pounds. This highly rated model is attached to any conventional
chainsaw, and it uses a 2x4-inch or 2x6-inch guideboard to help you cut in a straight line. Unlike other chainsaw mills, Lumbermaker turns your saw down to create plunge cuts, and its design is compact and lightweight, making it ideal for remote jobs. Reviewers rave about the quality of building this product, but many note that you definitely need to copy the chain to use with it. Many reviewers recommend
the Granberg Alaskan Chainsaw Mill G777 as a beginner model. It works with chainsaw bars between 16 and 20 inches and machines with at least 50cc capacity, and it can be adjusted to cut lumber between 1/2-inch and 13-inch thick. The mill is made in the U.S. of aviation aluminum and zinc steel, and in From most other models, it includes a clear polycarbonate security guard. According to reviewers,
this short log mill takes a bit of practice to get used to, but once you get the hang of it, you'll be able to create clean, even cuts, even if you've never used a chainsaw chainsaw Before! If you're looking for a heavier setup, the Norwood Portamill PM14 may be worth the investment. This unique chainsaw mill uses a household to lengthen the ladder as a track, and it has a saw that runs the length of the log.
There is even a throttle drive that connects to the throttle of your chainsaw, allowing you to activate the blade from the device operator's station. This is the closest installation you will find on a true portable sawmill. This unit works with chainsaw bars up to 22 inches and models 65cc or high, and is recommended to use chain break. It can handle logs up to 14 inches in diameter, and you can cut lumber up
to 8-inches wide. Reviewers say this model is faster and easier to use than a standard Alaska sawmill, and most agree that it's a smart purchase for those planning to mill a large number of magazines. OSHA There are 10 typical chainsaw parts identified and illustrated. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) requires a chainsaw to identify parts with bold Italian text. Chainsaws, which
have been put into service since 9 February 1995, must also meet the requirements of the ANSI B175.1-1991, safety requirements for petrol chainsaws. Chain catcher (Figure 1) is a metal or plastic guard designed to prevent a chainsaw from being hit or derailed. The flywheel (Figure 2) is a weighted wheel that controls engine speed and helps in cooling the engine. The clutch (Figure 3), attached to a
chain sketch, is a connector that controls the driving part of the chainsaw. An important decompression valve (Figure 4) releases the compression of the saw, making it easier to start. The anti-vibration pen system (digits 5 and 7) handles strokes recommended by OSHA to limit ergonomic stress for the operator's hands, hands and joints. The hand guard (Figure 6) is a defensive plastic shield that protects
the user's hands from rolling back. The silencer (Figure 8) is a hearing protection device used on chainsaws to reduce engine noise. The addition of a chain brake (Figure 9) to all chainsaws was a safety requirement included in February 1995. The chain brake function is to stop the chain if there is a rollback to prevent the user's injury. The throttle (Figure 10) regulates RPG saws by increasing or reducing
the amount of fuel in the cylinders. The chainsaw will stop the chain at pressure on the throttle. The throttle lock mechanism (Figure 11) prevents the throttle from activating until the lock is suppressed. Cheap chainsaws made in China have attracted a lot of interest in the last few years, including brands such as Blue Max, Somax, and Showbull. It's easy to find these and other cheap chainsaws on various
internet sites, but it's usually not worth the risk of poor execution seen to save a few dollars. Consumers reported problems with chainsaws that they purchased online. As one shopper said: I recently bought a saw on the internet. I have to. that the saw was very poorly done (with), obviously poor quality control. The saw I bought was not properly packaged and was not packed with manufacturer
management or thorough safety instructions. The experience of this consumer illustrates the dangers of buying any chainsaw on the Internet. A few tips for avoiding problems: Never buy a chainsaw without being able to see, touch and check it personally. If you buy a chainsaw online, make sure you get at least a 30-day warranty. Buy chainsaws from reliable and well-reviewed companies such as
Husqvarna, Stihl and Echo, which are well made of durable parts. These companies have service departments in almost every community in North America.Buy a chainsaw from a dealer. Most chainsaw dealers will not serve saws sold in department stores, or those sold online. Thus, the money you save by buying an inexpensive chainsaw will be lost if the saw breaks, if you are not a mechanic and can fix
the chainsaw yourself. You will find it difficult to find a store that will repair these saws. The problem is not so much the purchase of a chainsaw of Chinese production; The problem is to buy any machine look invisible. If you buy a Chinese chainsaw online, you have no way of checking its quality, usually remain unsupantined and have little means to repair the machine if it breaks down. While some of the
Chinese chainsaws may carry respected brands, they are often produced by any number of subcontracting firms. Instead, take the time to educate yourself about the chainsaw parts, maintenance requirements that you will use the chainsaw and even your level of knowledge. If you are a beginner, for example, you will want to look for specific requirements for your first chainsaw. Chainsaw Journal invites
you to explore issues such as rollback, bar length and safety features. You can't carefully consider any of these things if you buy a chainsaw over the internet from a company you're unfamiliar with. Chainsaw manufacturers are using new and lighter materials to create more powerful but durable machines. One of the most important questions to ask yourself when buying a saw is: What is it like? If the
chainsaw is too cumbersome, it will be harder to use. Some of the best chainsaws are small and light. Here are some tips: Look for a no-rollback attachment to ensure your safety. Examine the parts of the chainsaw. Try both gas and electric saws. The main thing is to study the saw yourself before buying. It's something you can't do over the internet. Blow up work gloves, visit multiple dealers and spend an
hour or two trying out chainsaws. This is the best way to make sure you buy a quality chainsaw that will last for years. Years.
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